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We give the conditions for a flow generated by a smooth vector field X which 
guarantee that every smooth vectorfield Y in some Co-neighborhood of X defines a 
flow with positively Lagrange stable trajectories. 
By an open manifold M” we will mean a connected, non-compact, n- 
dimensional, boundaryless, C’-manifold with complete Riemannian structure 
11 e 11. By d(., .) we will denote the distance on M” and by B,(p) an open ball 
of radius r and centre at the point p. 
The flow generated by a vectorfield X we will denote by X(t, .). We will 
consider here only the case where X(t, .) is defined for all t, i.e., the vector- 
field X is complete. We denote by W(M”) the space of all complete Cl- 
vectorfields on M”. A Co-neighborhood V(E, X) of a vectorfield X E W(M”) 
will be specified by a positive, continuous function (c-function) E(X) on M” 
and will consist of all vectorfields YE W(M”) satisfying the pointwise 
estimate 
II&4 - W)ll < 4X) for all x E M”. 
The positive semitrajectory of a vectorfield X E W(M”) starting at a point 
p E M”, X’(p) = {X(6 p): t > O}, is said to be positively Lagrange stable if 
X’(p) is bounded, i.e., contained in some B,(p). 
Let W+(M”) c W(M”) denote the set of all vectorfields with positively 
Lagrange stable trajectories. It is easy to see that X E W, (M”) iff for every 
p E M” the w-limit set w(p) is non-empty and compact. 
We want to characterize these vectorfields which belong to the interior of 
W+(AI”). This problem has already been discussed in our previous paper [4] 
with some additional conditions imposed on the investigated vectorfields. 
Proofs and ideas we use in this paper are similar to those used in studying 
the phenomenon of R-explosion (see [5]). 
Intuitively speaking a vectorfield X belongs to the interior of W+(M”) if 
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every point p E M” is attracted by a compact subset of M”. The key point is 
to find a good characterization of what it means that “a point p is attracted 
by a compact subset”: we assume it is equivalent o saying that p belongs to 
a domain of attraction of an asymptotically stable set. 
Our aim is to prove the following result: 
MAIN THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) XE Int W+(M”). 
(2) For every p E M” there is an asymptotically stable set A, such that 
p is in the domain of attraction of A,. 
(3) There exists a sequence of asymptotically stable sets {A,: k E N} 
such that the family of their domains of attraction {D,: k E NJ is a covering 
of i&P. 
(4) There exists aflltration for X. 
We shall give now a brief review of some terminology and notation. 
Let X E W(M”). 
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a compact, X-invariant subset of M”. We say 
that A is asymptotically stable if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) there exists a neighborhood U of A such that for every p E u, 
w(p) c A (w(p) denotes the w-limit set of the point p and 0 the closure of 
c?; 
(b) for every neighborhood W of A there is a neighborhood V of A 
such that VC W and X(t, v) c V for every t 2 0. 
DEFINITION 2. The domain of attraction of asymptotically stable set A is 
a maximal subset D of M” such that for all p E D, co(p) t A. 
Wilson [6,7] proved that if A is an asymptotically stable set and D is the 
domain of attraction of A, then there exists a smooth function L: D -+ R ’ 
with the following properties: 
(1) L(p)=0 iffpEA; 
(2) if p E D\A, then XL(p) < 0; 
(3) limp,m L(p,) = +a~ and lim,n_bdD L(p,) = +a~, where p,, + co 
means that dist(p,, A) tends to infinity and bd D denotes the boundary of 
the set D. 
The function L is called Lyapunov function. 
We shall use in this paper the following characterization of asymptotically 
stable set. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A be a compact, X-invariant subset of M”. If there exists 
a neighborhood U of A such that for all p E 0, o(p) c A and a(p) n A # 0 
implies p E A (a(p) denotes the a-limit set of the point p), then A is an 
asymptotically stable set. 
ProoJ The proof is given in [2]. 
Now we fix a vectorfield X and an s-function E(X). 
DEFINITION 3. A smooth e-quasiorbit for X is a parametrized curve 
y: R + -+ M” such that. y is an embedding and 
/I ; YW - mw) II < 4YW) for all t 20. 
DEFINITION 4. If y(t) is a piecewise smooth parametrized curve such 
that. 
I/ f y(t) -X(?(t)) < e(y(t)) 11 for all t > 0 
(at the corners the inequality is saislied for one-sided erivatives) and y is an 
embedding, we say that y is an e-quasiorbit for X. 
DEFINITION 5. A parallel neighborhood of a point p E M” is a closed n- 
cell P c M” which is a neighborhood of p and there exists a diffeomorphism 
q:R”xB=B,(O)x [-1, l]+P, 
where B,(O) c R”-l, which transforms the constant vectorfield (0, 1) on B 
into the vectorfield X. 
It is known [3] that every non-equilibrium point p E M” has an arbitrarily 
small parallel neighborhood. 
Let E(X) be an e-function. We shall need the following lemmas; the proofs 
are straightforward and therefore we omit them. 
LEMMA 2. Let p E M” be an equilibrium point of vectorfield X. There is 
a positive real number r such that every two points x,, x2 E B,(p) can be 
joined by a smooth c-quasiorbit for X. 
From the local parallelizability of a vectorfield near a non-equilibrium 
point it follows that 
LEMMA 3. If X(p) # 0, then for every neighborhood W of p, there exists 
a parallel neighborhood P c W and a number r > 0 such that B,(p) c P and 
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every two points x, E B,(p), x2 E P, = q@,(O) x ( 1)) (see Definition 5) can 
be joined by an e-quasiorbit for X. We may additionally suppose that for 
every vectorfeld Y suficiently near X every positive semitrajectory of Y, 
starting at B,(p), intersects P, . 
For given a vectorfield X, an e-function E(X) and a point p E M” we define 
the set 
Kp= {Y(t,p): t>o, YE V&X)}. 
THEOREM 1. If K,, is unbounded for every c-function, then for every E- 
function there is a vectorfield Y such that YE V(E, X) and the positive 
semitrajectory of Y starting at the point p tends to irlfinity (i.e., for every 
compact set K there is a number T such that Y(t, p) &K for t > T). 
Proof We begin with the following remark. If y is an s-quasiorbit for X, 
then there exists arbitrarily near to y a smooth e-quasiorbit for X jr. Indeed, 
in dimension 2 it suffices to throw away all loops and to note that at the 
corners both one-sided derivatives exist and satisfy the required inequalities. 
Thus, it is possible to smooth y near those points to obtain a smooth E- 
quasiorbit. 
In dimension 3 or more this can be accomplished by standard transver- 
sality arguments. 
It is easy to see that if y is a smooth e-quasiorbit for X, then there is in 
V(E, X) a vectorfield Y such that y is a positive semitrajectory for Y. 
Therefore, we must show the existence of an a-quasiorbit for X which 
tends to infinity. 
Let V, denotes the neighborhood V((l/k) E, X) of X. 
By our assumption, there exists a sequence (yk: k E N} of vectorfields and 
a sequence of positive numbers {t,: k E N) such that: yk E V,, 
d( Yk(tk, p), p) = k, and t, is the smallest number such that the last equality 
holds. 
Now we define a sequence of points {p(k, m): k 2 m) as follows: 
(1) p(k, m) = p(t(k, m),p) E B,(p), O < t(k, m) Q tk; 
(2) Yk(t, p(k, m)) n B,(p) = 0 for 0 < t < t, - t(k, m) 
We define by induction a family of subsequences of N as follows: {j’} is a 
subsequence of N such that pCj’, 1) is convergent; {jm+‘} is a subsequence 
of (j*} such that p(jmn+‘, m + 1) is convergent. 
By pm we denote lim,m,+co pCjm, m). Let U,,, be a neighborhood of pm, 
contained in By3(p,), defined as follows: if X@,) = 0, then U, is B,(p,) 
from Lemma 2; if X(p,) f 0, then U, is a parallel neighborhood of P,,, as in 
Lemma 3. 
Now we construct an c-quasiorbit tending to infinity. We will do it by 
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showing that there exists a sequence of points {x,,,} tending to infinity and 
such that the consecutive points x,, x,+ i can be joined by an s-quasiorbit. 
We say that a point z EM” has a property A, if either z E U,,, or 
z E Brm(p,) according to whether X(p,) = 0 or X(p,) # 0, where Brm(p,) is 
the ball corresponding to U,,, (see Lemma 3). 
Let x,, =p and suppose that the points x,, x1 ,..., x, have been constructed, 
x, having property A,. 
Let j” be a number such that p(jm, m) has property A,,, . If X(p,) # 0, we 
may choose jm so large that the positive semitrajectory of Yj” starting at 
PO”“, m) intersects P, (see Lemma 3). Then we put x,+ I =p(jm, m + 1). We 
may, by choosing j”’ sufficiently large, satisfy the condition A,, , for x,+ , . 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 the points x,, x,, , can be joined by an s-quasiorbit. 
The choice of the points {x,} guarantees that we may choose an s-quasiorbit 
which joins these points and tends to infinity. 
The referee has pointed that Theorem 1 is an extension of Lemma 7 [ 11. 
THEOREM 2. If XE Int W, (M”), then every point p E M” is contained 
in a domain of attraction of some asymptotically stable set A,. 
Proof. Let p E M”. In virtue of Theorem 1 there exists a neighborhood 
V(s,X) of the vectorlield X such that the set Kp = { U(t, p): t > 0, 
YE V(s,X)} is bounded. Note that K,, consists of points q which can be 
joined by an e-quasiorbit for X with the point p. 
Let qEKp and sER+. For some YE V(E, X) and t> 0 we have 
q = Y(< p). The points p and X(s, q) can be joined by a curve y defined as 
follows: 
Y(f) = w9 Pb o,<t<t 
=X(t- t;q), T<tgi+s. 
Of course, y(t) is an s-quasiorbit for X. Hence X(s, q) E K,. Thus, we have 
shown that the set K, is X+-invariant (i.e., if q E K,, then X(s, q) E Kp for 
all s > 0). Hence the set EP is X+-invariant and compact, being the closure 
of X+-invariant and bounded set K,. 
Now we shall show that there is a neighborhood W of & and a number 
T > 0 such that X(t, q) E Kp for all q E W and t > T. 
It follows from Lemma 2 and the definition of K, that if q E xP and 
X(q) = 0, then q E Int K,. Hence if q E bd K,, then X(q) # 0. 
Let q E bd Kp. It follows from Lemma 3 that there exist positive numbers 
rq and T4 such that if z E B,@(q) and x E Br4Jq) n Kp, then the points 
X(T,, z) and x can be joined by an e-quasiorbrt for X. Since K,, is X+- 
invariant, X(t, z) E Kp for t > T4. The set bd K, is compact, so we may 
choose a finite covering {BQ i = l,..., k} of bd Kp. Finally, putting 
W = lJ {B,,: i = l,..., k} UK,, and T = max Tpr, we get the assertion. 
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Let A be a maximal invariant subset of A4” contained in W. By definition 
of W the set A contains all w-limit sets of the points x E W. 
Let q E W and a(q) n A # 0. This implies that X(--t,, q) E W for some 
t, > T. By our assumption imposed on the set W X(t,, X(-t,, q)) = q E Kp. 
Note that a(q) = a(X(t, q)) f or all t E R. Hence the trajectory of the point q 
is contained in Kp, Since A is the maximal invariant set contained in W, we 
have q E A. From Lemma 1 it follows that A is an asymptotically stable set 
and p is contained in the domain of attraction of A. 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
THEOREM 3. Zf X E Int W+(M”), then there exists a sequence 
{A,.: i E NJ of asymptotically stable sets such that Ai c Ai+ 1 and the union of 
the domains of attraction Di is M”. 
Prooj Let { Ci: i E N} be a sequence of nested compact sets and 
U {Ci: i E NJ = M”. By Theorem 2 each set Ci is covered by the domains of 
attraction of the asymptotically stable sets. It suffices now to take a finite 
covering of Ci, {D,,j: j = l,..., k,} and to define 
Ai = U {Ai,j: j= I,.**, ki}, 
where Ai,j is an asymptotically stable set with domain of attraction Di,j. 
DEFINITION 6. A filtration for a vectorfield X is a sequence {Mi: i E N} of 
compact, n - dimensional submanifolds with boundary such that: 
(1) MicIntMi+,,U{Mi:iEN}=M”; 
(2) X is transverse to the boundary of M, ; 
(3) for t > 0, X(t, Mi) C Int Mi. 
THEOREM 4. Zf X E Int W, (M”), there exists a filtration for X. 
Prooj In virtue of Theorem 3 there is a sequence of asymptotically 
stable sets {Ai: i E NJ. We denote by L, the Lyapunov function defined on 
the domain of attraction Di. 
We construct by induction a filtration for X. 
We put M, = L;‘([O, 11). Suppose that we have constructed Mi,..., Mi- I 
so that conditions (l), (2), and (3) are true. We define Mi = L;‘([O, ail), 
where a, is a number such that M, 2 X(-l, M,- ,). The last inclusion implies 
that condition (1) holds. 
The existence of a filtration is an open property in the Co-topology, so it 
implies that X E Int W+(M”). 
This remark and Theorems l-4 give the Main Theorem. 
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